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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ALABAMA 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 
 
 

 
In re: 
 
MISSION COAL COMPANY, LLC, et al., 
 
    Debtors.1 

 

  
Chapter 11 
 
Case No. 18-04177-TOM11 
 
Jointly Administered 
 
Re: Docket No. 949, 1005, 1341, 1459 

 
 
 

FEE EXAMINER’S FINAL REPORT REGARDING SECOND  
INTERIM AND FINAL FEE APPLICATION REQUEST OF  

BAKER, DONELSON, BEARMAN, CALDWELL & BERKOWITZ, PC 
 
 
 

Direct Fee Review LLC (“DFR”), appointed and employed as the Fee Examiner in the above-

captioned bankruptcy proceedings and acting in its capacity regarding the Second Interim and 

Final Fee Application Request of  Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz, PC (the 

“Firm”) for compensation for services rendered and reimbursement of expenses as Counsel for the 

Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors for the compensation period from January 1, 2019 

through April 30, 2019 (“Fee Application”) seeking approval of fees in the amount of $143,933.60 

and the reimbursement of expenses in the amount of $3,000.24 and for the final period November 

1, 2018 through April 30, 2019 (“Final Fee Application”) seeking final approval of fees in the 

                                                 
1 The Debtors in these chapter 11 cases, along with the last four digits of each Debtor’s federal tax 

identification number, include:  Mission Coal Company, LLC (8465); Beard Pinnacle, LLC (0637); Oak 
Grove Land Company, LLC (6068); Oak Grove Resources, LLC (0300); Pinnacle Land Company, LLC 
(6070); Pinnacle Mining Company, LLC (7780); Seminole Alabama Mining Complex, LLC (6631); 
Seminole Coal Resources, LLC (1795); Seminole West Virginia Mining Complex, LLC (7858); Seneca Coal 
Resources, LLC (1816); and Seneca North American Coal, LLC (5102).  The location of the Debtors’ service 
address is:  7 Sheridan Square, Suite 300, Kingsport, Tennessee 37660. 
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amount of $182,074.10 and reimbursement of expenses in the amount of $3,227.30, submits its 

final report. 

 
BACKGROUND 

 
1. In performance of audit procedures and in preparation of this report designed to quantify 

and present factual data relevant to the requested fees, disbursements and expenses 

contained herein, DFR reviewed the interim fee statement and the applications, including 

each of the billing and expense entries listed in the exhibits to the monthly statements, for 

compliance with 11 U.S.C. § 330, Rule 2016-1 of the Local Rules of the United States 

Bankruptcy Court for the Northern District of Alabama (“Local Rules”). 

2. We included our questions and issues in an initial report and this final report. We have 

included all responses and any recommended resolutions in this final report.  

 
DISCUSSION 

 
3. For the compensation period of January 1, 2019 through April 30, 2019 the Firm submitted 

fee applications in the amount of $143,933.60 as actual, reasonable and necessary fees and 

for expense reimbursement of $3,000.24. For the Fee Application period, $15,921.50 was 

disclosed as related to fee application preparation. 

 
4. We deem it generally acceptable to have a maximum of 3% of total time charged in 

preparing fee applications. For Firms with more limited involvement, we consider an 

alternative standard of less than $50,000 in total spent on preparing fee applications. We 

apply these guidelines on a cumulative basis. We evaluate these charges with consideration 

to the length of time of the case and the practice experience of the firm. We noted that 

cumulatively through this period the Firm has charged $19,117.00 related to fee 
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applications on a cumulative basis and we have calculated that 10.5% of the fees billed 

related to fee applications on a cumulative basis. We do not have an objection to the amount 

of fees charged for fee application preparation in this interim fee application based upon 

our review and procedures and we deem the amount to be reasonable. 

 
5. Activity descriptions shall individually identify all meetings and hearings (conferences and 

conference by telephone), each participant, the subject(s) of the meeting or hearing 

(conferences and conference by telephone) and the participant’s role. Our procedures 

applied to the monthly fee applications identified entries with descriptions which did not 

provide such detail. We requested and the Firm confirmed that the identity of the 

participants referred to as “debtors counsel” and “lead counsel” are as previously described 

to us. Also we identified entries that did not identify participants. We are not able to test 

these entries without this information. We requested and the Firm provided such participant 

information for these entries. Since no adjustment is required, no exhibit has been included. 

 
6. All motions shall include complete and detailed activity descriptions; each activity 

description shall include the type of activity; each activity description shall include the 

subject matter and shall be sufficiently detailed to allow the Court to determine whether all 

the time, or any portion thereof, is actual, reasonable, and necessary. Our procedures 

applied to the monthly fee applications identified entries with descriptions which we 

consider vague or insufficient or non-substantive. We requested and the Firm provided 

additional description of the activities to support the time and need for these entries. Since 

no adjustment is required, no exhibit has been included. 
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7. Administrative or general costs incident to the operation of the applicant’s office and not 

particularly attributable to an individual client or case are not reimbursable. We noted 

entries that seemed to reflect administrative activity that should be included in overhead 

and that would not be charged to the estate including internal accounting procedures, 

invoice preparation and review. We requested that the Firm review the entries and 

withdraw entries for administrative activities. The Firm provided additional detail and 

information and after evaluation of this we have no recommendation for adjustment for 

these charges. Since no adjustment is required, no exhibit has been included. 

 
8. Our review and procedures applied to the monthly fee statements and the applications, 

including each of the billing entries listed in the exhibits to the monthly statements did not 

disclose any other material issues or questions. 

 
FINAL APPROVAL OF FEES AND EXPENSES 

 
The Firm previously filed the First Interim Fee Application Request for the period 

November 1, 2018 through December 31, 2018. We reviewed this fee request and filed our 

report with the Court recommending approval of fees in the total amount of $38,099.00 

and the reimbursement of expenses in the amount of $226.98 for the period November 1, 

2018 through December 31, 2018. We have not identified any changes to our previous 

report and we continue to recommend the compensation and fee reimbursement as stated 

therein. 

 
The Firm has not fully adjusted their final requested fees for the reductions approved for 

their First Interim Fee Application of $41.50. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

9. Regarding the applications and the fees and expenses discussed in the previous sections, 

DFR submits its final report for the Second Interim and Final Fee Application Request of 

Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz, PC for compensation for services 

rendered and reimbursement of expenses as Counsel for the Official Committee of 

Unsecured Creditors for the compensation period from January 1, 2019 through April 30, 

2019 and we recommend the approval of the fees of $143,933.60 and reimbursement of 

expenses in the amount of $3,000.24 and we recommend the final approval of the fees of 

$182,032.60 ($182,074.10 minus $41.50) and reimbursement of expenses in the amount of 

$3,227.30. 

 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
DIRECT FEE REVIEW LLC 
FEE EXAMINER 
 
 
By: ____________________________ 
 W. J. Dryer 
 
1000 N. West Street, Suite 1200 
Wilmington, DE 19801 
Telephone: 302.287.0955 
dfr.wjd@gmail.com 
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